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Business Need

OVERVIEW

A company’s operational costs are
significantly impacted by the cost
of IT. Who knows what will
happen to IT costs and how they
will affect one’s bottom line?
Highland Partners helps our clients
build an IT optimization roadmap
that leads to success.

Our team of IT experts stand ready to assist our clients prepare an IT
optimization roadmap. The roadmap leads clients to an optimized
operational environment that will dramatically improve IT costs, stability,
scalability and security to the degree our clients require to meet business,
financial and regulatory requirements.

Result
The optimization roadmap clearly
identifies the work-streams
required for optimization
Assessment
Resultto be
achieved. Among other things
Optimization could mean,
consolidation of helpdesks,
improved tools, and/or
virtualization of servers to name a
few examples.

Value
The IT optimization roadmap
Value

enables clients to better
understand the effort required to
achieve IT related business
objectives. This better positions
our clients to gain executive buy-in
to critical programs that transform
the way our clients do business.

Highland Partners’ consultants, most often, use a two-step approach to IT
optimization planning. Step One is focused on the “quick hits”, which
require less effort, less cost and the least amount of effort to gain true
benefits. Step Two addresses the “heavy lifting”, which requires
additional effort to adequately address the complexities that challenge
today’s IT infrastructures.
Clients are involved in every aspect of the planning process to ensure the
roadmap enables maximum benefit. Typically, Highland Partners
performs an IT Assessment prior to performing the IT Optimization
service. Subsequently, Highland Partners’ experts collaborate with our
clients’ IT staffs to plan the best way to transform from the current state
to the desired IT operational environment.
The IT Optimization Roadmap helps clients understand exactly how the
transformation to the desired operational environment is achieved.
Execution of Transformation Programs requires an investment in the
management of change. It can also require the infusion of new IT
products. To learn more about Highland Partners Transformation
Management Services and Product Evaluation Services, contact our sales
organization at sales@highlandpartners.biz .

We’re obsessed with your success!
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